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Tria's image processing engine is an advanced set of
methods that are the result of a 10-year research and
development effort. These methods accelerate digital
image processing to near the theoretical limits of the
optics, so that the most subtle blur is removed. The
result is images with almost perfect resolution, white
balance, and other improvements that you wouldn't
dream possible. Tria can deconvolve virtually any type
of image, including but not limited to: single frames;
image sequences like movies; hyperspectral imagery;
microscopy; astronomical; and medical imaging. Tria is
completely "blind" and does not require any user input.
As a result, it is easy to use, even for amateurs. The
difference between Tria and other blind deconvolution
tools lies not only in the algorithms, but also in the
interface. Tria is a complete redesign of the interface,
using a simple intuitive command line as its foundation.
Also, Tria makes it easy to incorporate many other
image processing algorithms. As a result, the user
experience, and the interface, are very unique. One of
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the most exciting features of Tria is that it works
almost instantly, even for very large image sequences.
This is due to its clever integration with the
"accelerator" concept: The full deconvolution process is
run, in the background, for each frame in the input
sequence, and only the output is shown on screen. The
interface for Tria consists of commands in a commandline interpreter: Many users will find this easy to
understand. The user doesn't need to spend any time
learning Tria, simply select the desired parameters and
the process begins. The interface is command-line
based, so it is completely customizable, and with the
help of a simple tcl scripting language, it can be
extended in almost any way desired. Recently, Tria has
been enhanced to include the most cutting-edge
deconvolution method in the world, the "Caron"
technique. Unlike the other deconvolution methods,
Caron works at the level of the image itself, without
trying to reconstruct the original image. It is the only
method that can do blind deconvolution and
outperforms other blind deconvolution methods like
SeDDaRA by a factor of 3-10. You might also like:
Everest - The Sky Agency is a unique telescope-based
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data-acquisition project that allows one to capture
images of a sky with a single remote-control sweep
Tria Image Processing

Tria is a specialized image processing package, that
includes the patented SeDDaRA blind deconvolution
method, in a straight forward and easy manner. You
can perform Fast (single pass) and effective
deconvolution, or do a standard blind deconvolution on
a whole image, or you can use the good old Caron blind
deconvolution method to do blind deconvolution . In
addition, there are many standard image processing
tools, including Histogram, Multiple-selection, Picturein-Picture, and more. Tria comes with one preset, but
you can create your own as well, and export them
into.PIF format. Perform fast blind deconvolution Your
original image is saved after every one of your
deconvolution attempts, so you'll never need to start
over from scratch. Perform a standard blind
deconvolution Tria's blind deconvolution process takes
the guesswork out of blind deconvolution. In a very
short time, you'll have beautiful, final deconvolved
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images. Caron blind deconvolution If you're tired of
guesswork, and you want to get a really fast
deconvolution, you can now use the Caron blind
deconvolution method. This method is a straightforward approximation of the SeDDaRA method, and
it gives fast deconvolution results, even for very
challenging images. Tria Photo Editor Several features
make it easy to edit your resulting deconvolution
images. Use Tria to separate out your subject from the
background in multiple-selection scrolling images.
Slider editing gives you a lot of power when dealing
with images. Clone an area of the image, invert it, or
change its color. Or, simply perform a channel
comparison to see exactly what's changed in the
deconvolved image. Prevent overfitting by allowing you
to easily visualize where Tria's predictions are off. And,
if you find a match, you can clip and paste it directly
into the image. Try it today! Tria Blind Deconvolution
Details Buy Tria! 09e8f5149f
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Tria Image Processing software is a digital image
processing, image improvement, and photo retouching
tool. The image processing tools include, but are not
limited to: SeDDaRA, Pseudo Inverse, Caron, and
Blind Deconvolution. Tria Image Processing Features: Clean, simple interface - Powerful core image
processing tools - Ability to batch process multiple
image files - Ability to split, merge, and output multiple
images - Ability to install macros and scripts - Ability
to save macros, scripts, and settings - Uses the latest
stable versions of all image processing, conversion, and
printing tools - Ability to output to various image
formats: BMP, GIF, JPG, PNG, PS, TGA, PPM, PDF,
DNG, TIF, DSC, PDF/X - Ability to output files in
multiple sizes, from 1 x 1 pixel up to 9000 x 9000
pixels - Ability to extract meta-data from images (ex:
EXIF, IPTC, SMIF) - Ability to crop, rotate, flip, and
scale images - Ability to use on-screen help - Ability to
import and export images - Ability to split, merge, and
output multiple images - Ability to use various image
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formats: BMP, GIF, JPG, PNG, PS, TGA, PPM, PDF,
DNG, TIF, DSC, PDF/X, Tria Software is a
proprietary image processing and image enhancement
tool. Tria provides a powerful core image processing
platform with the ability to install macros and scripts,
and supports many types of digital cameras. Includes:
Tria Image Processing is a powerful image processing
tool with: - SeDDaRA Blind Deconvolution (Only
available in the paid version). - Pseudo Inverse
(Available in the paid version). - Caron Blind
Deconvolution (Available in the paid version). - Digital
Crop, Rotate, Flip, and Scale (Available in the paid
version). - Crop and Merge (Only available in the paid
version). - Crop and Split (Only available in the paid
version). - E-Mail Image Editor (Optional, Only
available in the paid version). - Output to multiple
image formats (ex: BMP, DNG, TIF, DSC, GIF, JPG,
PS, PPM, PDF, TGA, TIF, PPS, D
What's New In?

Tria is a command-line batch processing tool, with an
emphasis on speed and efficiency. It uses several
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standard and time-tested image processing techniques
to perform various tasks, and provides a clean,
consistent and streamlined interface. The built-in
deconvolution tools (SeDDaRA, Caron, and the simple
pseudo-inverse) are just a small part of the tool. The
same algorithms are used for face detection (and face
recognition) as well as object recognition. Tria is a
great tool for processing a wide range of image types,
and can be used as a simple, command-line processor,
or incorporated into larger projects. Tria can be
installed directly on your machine, or as an application
(DLL). If you have any questions about Tria Image
Processing, please contact the authors at... Install: (I)
The default install location on Unix is /usr/local. The
default install location on WinXP and Vista is the
installation folder. (If the files are on your C drive, you
can type "cd c:" and then "wine setup.exe" and then
press enter to navigate to the wine directory). (II) Type
"wine registry.inf" to register wine (which I suggest) or
type "wine setup.exe" and then press enter to register
wine. (For more information about wine, visit ) By
pressing Ctrl-X you will get the option to generate a
backup copy of the registry. Please note that if you
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intend to play 3d games, you will most likely need to
install the Direct3D redistributable. Links and Website:
3dReloaded's Official Website: 3dReloaded's Official
3D Games Page: 3dReloaded's Official Modification
Page: 3dReloaded's Official Automotive and Industrial
Work Page: 3dReloaded's Official Tutorial Page:
3dReloaded's Official Modifications of Other
Companies' Software: Survival Without Major Surgery
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System Requirements:

- Windows 7, Vista, or XP. - Intel Pentium 3.2GHz or
AMD Athlon 4.2GHz or higher. - 512MB RAM. DirectX 11 compliant video card - 19.3 MB of
available disk space - Keyboard and mouse Please
download the game and run the installer to begin the
installation. To be compatible with all pre-rendered
videos, HDMedia Subtitles, and more in-game menus,
we recommend the following minimum specs: Windows 7, Vista,
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